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How Great Leaders 
Make Perfect Decisions 
With Imperfect Data

Effective decision making is critical to great leadership. When in-
formation is limited, time is of the essence, and the stakes are 
high, what’s the best way to choose the proper course of action?

In this eBook, we share:

“Whenever you see a successful business, 
someone once made a courageous decision.” 
- Peter F. Drucker

• The worst-case scenario of bad decisions.
• The most common barriers to decision making. 
• Tips for avoiding analysis paralysis and perfectionism. 
• Strategies for effective decision making.
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Leaders like you have to make critical decisions under pressure, every day: 

Do you take on a difficult client just to land the business or pass it up? 

Is it time to pivot your business? 

Should you cut corners or reduce resources to boost profits? 

You don’t have a crystal ball to see the future. And unfortunately, you don’t 
always have the luxury of time to ruminate over choices, even when you 
lack critical data. 

Yet the stakes are high. 
The decisions you make can be incredibly profitable – 
or have disastrous consequences for your organization. 

Tick-Tock. 
The Clock is Running…
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A single bad decision can spell trouble. And a series of poor 
decisions by multiple leaders can literally cause a disaster.
 
Consider the 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico. It was 
the largest marine oil spill in history. It lasted months, cost 11 human lives, 
killed countless marine animals, destroyed beaches and crippled the Gulf 
Coast economy. 

The spill was caused by an explosion, but that explosion was caused by a 
series of poor – but very deliberate – decisions. 

In 2011, the U.S. government blamed oil giant BP and its partners for the 
disaster, citing a series of cost-cutting measures and poor safety policies. 
In November 2012, BP pleaded guilty to 11 counts of manslaughter, two 
misdemeanors and a felony count of lying to Congress. They also shelled  
out $18.7 billion in fines, the largest corporate settlement ever. 

It has been concluded that the poor decisions which led to the explosion 
and spill could have been prevented if the company had not ignored 
warning signs and had evaluated data more effectively. 

When Business Decisions Go Horribly Wrong: 
A Worst-Case Scenario
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Poor decisions and lack of data can cause critical problems. 
BP leaders made small decision after small decision that compounded and created 
one of the worst marine disasters in human history. While your organization may 
not be in a position to cause a manmade disaster, your decisions do impact your 

employees, your customers and even the general public. 
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So, why is it so difficult to make high-stakes decisions? 
Great leaders do it every day, but every leader faced with a critical decision 

faces the same roadblocks that can make swift action feel impossible:

Barriers to Effective Decision Making

• Lack of clarity: Sometimes, it is unclear how much authority a leader or manager has when it comes     
to making critical decisions. This ambiguity leads to confusion, especially at the middle-management level. 

• Lack of time: Hasty decisions can lead to bad decisions. But in many cases, leaders simply do not      
have the luxury of ruminating over a choice.

• Lack of data: Incomplete, ambiguous or incorrect data are major hindrances to making strong decisions. 

• Risk aversion: Risk-averse people tend to be slow decision makers because they are afraid of     
potentially negative consequences. 

• Too many choices: It’s easier to choose between two options than it is to choose between a host of options. 

• Too few resources: Decision making is hindered when a leader lacks resources like staff, budget, technology, etc. 

• Poor support: Lack of support, whether up the chain or from subordinates, can derail decision making. 

• Resistance to change: Organizational culture informs a company’s policies, but some policies are not   
conducive to managers who are looking to make a change. 

• Analysis paralysis: Overanalyzing leads to stagnation and slow-moving decision making. 

• Perfectionism: Focusing too much on “getting it right” can impede the ability to make a choice. 
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It is very easy to get caught up in analysis paralysis when 
trying to make strategic decisions.

No one likes to be wrong, and it is natural to hesitate when faced with 
important decisions – especially if the wrong choice could lead to 
damaged client relationships, employee layoffs, government fines, 
bad PR or lost profits. 

But as a leader, you must act. 

The military takes a unique approach to beating analysis paralysis: 
Keep moving or die. It does not matter which direction you move when 
under attack – as long as you move. There is always time to regroup 
and retarget – as long as you stay alive. 

How can you apply this approach to improving your decision making?

The Analysis Paralysis Trap: 
Keep Moving or Die 
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• Set a deadline: You do not work in a vacuum. Your decisions impact other parts of 
the organization, so slow movement can have a ripple effect. Set a drop-dead date: 
the last possible time by which a decision must be made or removed from the table. 

• Shut out the past: A prior bad decision can often cause hesitancy. But getting 
hung up on past decisions does not serve your immediate need. Let go of the past 
and focus on today.

Tips for Overcoming 
Analysis Paralysis

• Eliminate bad options: Too many choices almost always leads to analysis paralysis.        
Immediately remove all bad options from the table to get rid of the clutter. 

• Invite others in: Talk to one or two people you trust – a mentor, your own boss, etc.        
Ask for their input and opinion. However, do not go overboard inviting people in.          
Too many cooks in the kitchen will lead to more paralysis. 

• Pick something and go: Even if your best possible option isn’t perfect, choose it.         
The moons will never be perfectly aligned. 
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Perfectionism is another hindrance to decision making – and it’s another easy 
trap to fall into. However, while some level of perfectionism can be helpful 
when it comes to achieving your goals, perfectionism impairs 
decision making in several ways: 

The Perfectionism Trap

• Risk avoidance: Decisions are risky, this is a fact. Focusing on perfection makes 
you more risk averse and afraid of failure. This will leave you stuck in the status 
quo. With risk comes reward and making the safe choice is not always the best 
choice for a team or for the business. 

• Inflexibility: In rapidly changing environments, flexibility is a hallmark of success. 
Focusing on perfection and insisting on black-and-white answers can make you 
inflexible.  

• Slow to act: If you continually check and recheck to make sure things are 
perfect, you’re not going to get any closer to a resolution. By the time you act, it 
may be too late. 

• Trust issues: Perfectionists who take too long to act or fail to act risk losing the 
trust of their employees, colleagues and superiors. Over time, people will begin 
to lose faith in your ability to make any sort of decision at all.
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Managers who transform data into 
usable information increase business 

performance by 24%.

Data is critical for decision making, but unfortunately, data can also cause problems. 
Incomplete, ambiguous or inaccurate data can spell trouble. However, too much data – 
even if it is complete, specific and accurate – can contribute to analysis paralysis and perfectionism. 

Don’t Let Data Be a Deterrent 

• Get the right data: Resources are wasted on data that is not used. Instead 
of getting hung up on data volume, focus on data that is directly aligned with 
your goals. 

• Organize data strategically: Once you have a handle on exactly which 
data points you need, organize it in an easy-to-use fashion, whether it’s in a 
software dashboard or spreadsheet.  

• Move from insight to action: Make sure the data integrates with other 
resources to facilitate action planning. Get input from team members on 
exactly what that integration should look like if you are involved in    
team-based decisions. 

24%.
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Now that you know the barriers to high-stakes decision making, it’s time to focus on strategies to 
help you move more efficiently. Use these techniques to create your own effective process: 

Strategies for Effective High-Stakes Decision Making

• Get comfortable with discomfort: You cannot see the future and you will 
have to make decisions with limited time, information and resources. Try 
taking risks with small decisions to become comfortable with being a little 
uncomfortable so you are ready for larger decisions. 

• Take a moment: When the pressure is on, overwhelm is sure to follow. When 
you’re feeling the heat, there is no shame in taking a step away to clear your 
mind and collect yourself. Take a walk, grab a coffee (perhaps decaf if you’re 
wound up), or engage in some deep breathing to slow your mind. 

• Apply The 4R Test: Regret, reverse, repercussions, resilience. (See diagram)

• Reject binary thinking: Everything is not yes/no, right/wrong/, black/white. 

• Set a clear objective: You can’t make a good decision if you don’t have a 
clear objective to begin with. 

• Work with your data: Data can’t predict the future, but if you took the time 
to gather aligned data, use it. 

• Take advantage of resources: If there is someone who has experience 
with the type of decision you are facing, seek their advice. New perspectives 
are valuable – just don’t invite too many people into the process. It’s quality 
over quantity when seeking advice.

Use the 4R Test for Better Decisions 
After you’ve gathered your data and 
resources and laid out your options, 

apply the 4R Test:

1. Regret: What will you regret if you fail to 
act? The bigger the potential regret, the 
sooner you should act. 

2. Reversal: How hard will it be to reverse 
course? The easier a decision is to repeal, 
the faster you should move. 

3. Repercussions: The broader the impact, 
the more carefully you need to tread.

4. Resilience: How will the decision impact 
the company’s resilience? Give more weight 
to options that will build your ability to 
course-correct when necessary. 
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Data and clear information are necessary for good decision making, but it can 
often lead people to ignore a nagging gut feeling. How much should you trust 
your gut when it comes to business decisions? 

As in the case of Deep Water Horizon, there were probably decision makers along 
the way who knew a choice was wrong and moved forward anyway without raising 
their hands or sounding alarms. If something feels very wrong to you, do not be 
afraid to listen to your inner voice and speak up – especially if people’s jobs, 
health, safety or well-being are at risk.  

Should You Trust Your Gut? 

When It Just Feels Wrong

• Experience matters: Over the years, you have experienced highs and lows, 
successes and failures. And hopefully, you’ve learned from them. If your years of 
experience seem to be pushing you in a particular direction, don’t ignore it. 

• Data can’t think: You can have all the data in the world, but it takes human 
interpretation and consideration of outcomes to make the right decision. If your 
gut is pushing you against the data, it is worth exploring. 

• Consider your track record: If you have a history of making poor decisions 
based on gut reactions, don’t let that be your final barometer. However, if you 
tend to make great decisions based on feelings, let your gut play a role in your 
final decision. 
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Decision making is always easier when you are surrounded by 
engaged, talented employees with whom you share mutual trust. 

If you’re ready to build a strong team who can help you – 
and the entire organization – make better decisions, 
partner with a staffing and recruiting expert.
 
A staffing partner can refer candidates with the experience 
and soft skills to tackle your toughest problems 
and build a more collaborative culture. 

Get in touch today to learn more. 

Better Teams, Better Decisions 
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